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USC Abolition:
who we are

We are a collective of abolitionist students at
the University of Southern California (USC).

We are resolute in our conviction that the
police and prisons cannot be reformed, only

abolished. As students of USC, we believe our
immediate priority is to abolish policing as it
exists at USC, chiefly represented by the so-
called “Department of Public Safety (DPS)”.

We stand in solidarity with all other
abolitionist movements.
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“Abolitionist Pedagogy” is the third issue of USC
Abolition’s zine. Our inaugural issue, “Abolish DPS:
Envisioning a #PoliceFreeUSC” was released in February
2021; our second issue, “carceral infrastructures and the
university” dropped in November 2021. 

USC Abolition regards the classroom as a vital site not
only for learning the harms of oppression but also for
affirmatively enacting ways of doing and being together
that model the alternative world we hope to inhabit.
Namely, we see in the classroom the potential for critical
pedagogy and liberation.

Too often, we find prevailing teaching techniques and
university structures complicit in reproducing the violence
of white supremacy, anti-Blackness, neoliberal capitalism,
and settler colonialism.

We believe that, within the university, the space of the
classroom provides a rare opportunity for all participants
to experiment with and realize liberatory futures without
the harms of our current institutions; in the classroom,
everyone is both an educator and a student. There is much
we can do together to explore how knowledge might be
circulated to support curiosity, care, and collaboration
while rejecting certainties, cruelty, and competition. 

For Abolition Spring, we put together a series of
workshops–The Classroom as Liberatory Practice–to
bring together those who recognize the classroom as a
crucial place to practice how we might resist oppression
and work towards liberation. To this end, we invited USC
educators and community members to submit proposals
for workshops, demonstrations, activities, exercises, and
playful interventions that can help us to realize
pedagogical techniques towards abolition. 

Our goal over the past month was to highlight practices
and methods that we, as members of the classroom, could
adopt and augment to challenge the normative logics of
the classroom and to foreground the life-giving and
socially-sustaining possibilities of education. This zine
brings together some of the learnings from these
workshops, especially as they relate to ongoing or
aspirational aspects of how classroom practice can resist
carcerality and the prison-industrial complex. 
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What we mean by “abolition”

Abolition asks us to think about how we can imagine a new
and better world (or, in this case, classroom), and then work
to create that world. Our definition is rooted in W. E. B. Du
Bois’ notion of abolition democracy, where abolishing
chattel slavery included both the "negative" emancipation of
Black people from bondage and the "positive" building of
institutions, practices, and resources necessary for Black
freedom". Angela Davis expanded this concept into one that
understands the prison-industrial-complex as "a result of the
failure to enact abolition democracy". For Davis, abolition
democracy must be understood as still "to come" and
requires the creation and availability of "new institutions and
resources" to eliminate prisons. It is "an ongoing, dialectical,
and fugitive project of mutual liberation," theorizing "what
might become possible". As abolitionist educators, we are
invested in bringing these fugitive projects of mutual
liberation into the university and understand the classroom
as one such site of potential fugitivity and liberation.

We continue working to bring engaged audiences together
toward the end of abolishing carcerality in education, &
these entries are only a beginning. In our efforts towards
abolishing carcerality in education, these entries are only a
beginning. We hope our workshop facilitators’ insights can
serve as an entry point and inspiration toward envisioning
liberation pedagogy in your own work.

What we mean by “pedagogy”

We consider pedagogy to be both the knowledge that
circulates between people as well as the methods through
which that circulation happens. As argued by Paolo Freire in
his writing on pedagogy and oppression, the classroom
generally provides the normative model of the “teacher” who
feeds information to the “student” within the site of the
“school.” While Freire coined this the “banking method” of
education and argued that it dehumanizes students, we,
following scholars such as Bettina Love and David Stovall,
understand this educational model as carceral, that it is co-
constituted by white supremacy, capitalism, ableism,
cisheteropatriarchy, and other systems that reproduce
domination, objectification, and control. This carcerality can
be seen in the emphasis on grades and credits over
comprehension, the use of surveillant/punitive softwares like
Proctorio and TurnItIn, and the hierarchical organization of
the physical classroom space. Thus, when we argue for an
abolitionist pedagogy, we argue for a pedagogy committed to
recognizing the full humanity of students, teachers, staff, and
all other university community members. In other words,
abolitionist pedagogy is that which works to resist white
supremacy, capitalism, ableism, and cisheteropatriachy in the
classroom and, instead, envisions new forms of knowledge to
circulate and new modes of circulation that nourish and
sustain all those who practice them.
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contributed by
Dillon Sung

Works Cited
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A transformative justice model for community
intervention taken from INCITE!’s toolkit. Source:
INCITE! Women of Color Against Violence Law
Enforcement Violence Against Women of Color &
Trans People of Color: A Critical Intersection of
Gender Violence & State Violence
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Being an _abolitionist is a quotidian practice. 
Compass10nate communication is a skill (not a 
way of life) in the abolitionist toolbox for 
community-building when we would like to 
maintain and build connections and address 
concerns through empathic and honest 
communication, as an alternative to punitive 
communication styles. This is not to say that 
other (orms of communication are less worthy; 
som~times, a racist needs to get yelled at, and a 
~azi needs to get punched. This workshop also 
discussed how transformative justice-informed 
practices might be applied to the classroom and 
the university. 

While compassionate communication could be 
pr~ctically a_pplied in a classroom setting that 
might benefit from interventions in discourse 
transformative justice accountability process~s 
are not suitable for institutional settings like 
academia. However, I believe that 
transformative justice-informed actions can be 
practiced in academia with the development of 
support networks for those who were harmed
be it within or across institutions and 
disciplines-which would include 
a~companiment to administrative meetings and 
Title IX procedures, mutual aid drives 
informal whisper networks, and more.' 

Workshop activity example: 

You are in an interdisciplinary graduate seminar and 
__ the assigned readings for today's class session are 

about Black and Indigenous artists. In the class -
di~cu~sion, the white students of the class have begun 
bnngtng up, one after the other, questions on how 
they could account for their own white privilege. 
The students of color have grown silent, minus one 

or two who ar_e try_ing to_be helpful in thinking out 
loud what ant1-rac1st white agency could look like. 

How might you use compassionate communication 
during this scenario as a professor? as a student? 
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contributed by 
USC Abolition

Noname Book Club led and facilitated the keynote
discussion for the Classroom as Liberatory Practice
workshop series, “Lessons in Abolitionist Pedagogy.”
Self-described as “an online/irl community dedicated
to uplifting POC voices,” Noname Book Club
discussed their work in twelve local chapters as well
as in prisons where, each month, they recommend two
books written by authors of color and, through their
Prison Program, send books to incarcerated Book
Club members.

As a part of their presentation, Noname Book Club
shared this slide with a quote from American
prisoners’ rights activist Martin Sostre:

You can find out more about
 Noname Book Club on their website:

www.nonamebooks.com

Get InvolvedGet InvolvedGet Involved

Noname Book Club is a Black led worker cooperative
connecting community members both inside and
outside carceral facilities with radical books. They
believe building community through political
education is crucial for our liberation. 

Since their founding in 2019 they have created 12
book club chapters across the U.S. In October of
2021, they launched their Los Angeles Book Club
Headquarters, where their Radical Hood Library
provides revolutionary literature at no cost to the
local community. 

Follow them on Instagram at @nonamereads or
Twitter at @NonameBooks

Email them at info@nonamebooks.com

Visit them in person at 2304 W. Jefferson Blvd. 

Noname Book Club 

"If Attica fell to us in a matter of 
hours despite ft being your most 
secure maximum security 
prison-fortress equipped wilh your 
latest repressive technology, so 
shall fall all your fortresses. Inside 
and out. Revolutionary spirit 
conquers all obstacles."- Martin 
Sostre 

.. 



Focusing 
on the Roots 

A Violence Prevention Specialist
Approach to Teaching

Intersectionality in the Classroom

contributed by 
Caitlin Joy Dobson

The popularization of intersectionality is simultaneously
promising and troublesome. Global in scope, rooted in Black
feminism, and informed by historical epistemologies contributed
long before the late 1980’s, “intersectionality-like thinking”
(Hancock Alfaro, 2016) is a longstanding project of anti-
violence activism, the misuse and abuse of which makes
intersectionality ripe for teaching through an abolitionist lens.
As a framework and prism for understanding the complexities of
power (Crenshaw, 1990) and the ways in which systems of
oppression inform domination (Collins, 1990), overlap,
interlock, and compound one another (Combahee, 1978), it has
been taken up on social media in the form of bite-sized memes,
in popular culture as a catch-all social justice phrase, and across
academia as a buzzword designating Kimberlé Crenshaw an
“explorer” over accomplice (Collins, 2019). While Lisa Bowleg
posits there is value in forms of “intersectionality-facilitated
resistance as liberatory practice” in the face of oppressions
(Bowleg, 2013), discussions of multiply marginalized identities
are often done at the expense of necessary consideration for the
actual connected harms of oppression that inform complex
experiences with identity.

More often than not, scholars take up intersectionality in the
classroom in ways that solely focus on identities. Students and
scholars go on to write papers and generate research that risk
uncritically engaging identity categories (race, sex, class, age,
gender, sexuality, ability, for example), with significantly less
consideration of multiple oppressive ideologies (racism, sexism,
classism, ageism, transphobia, homophobia, queerphobia,
ableism, for example) that overlap and perpetuate violence. As
one pedagogical opportunity to help address this concern, an
interactive, participatory, and visual learning teaching module,
taught through Violence Prevention Specialist training with the
Prevention Department of Los Angeles community-based
nonprofit organization Peace Over Violence, was introduced and
workshopped through The Classroom As Liberatory Practice: An
Abolitionist Pedagogy Workshop Series. Versions of this module
have been implemented in various ways by community-based
organizations like AORTA (Anti-Oppression Resource and
Training Alliance), through which the visual of an iceberg is
embraced for teaching the cultural, systemic, and individual
layers of oppression, as well as COCO (The Centre for
Community Organizations), through which the visual of a tree is
embraced to teach the impact of oppression through systems and
structures, practices and beliefs, and visible outcomes.

In a similar yet revised embrace of a tree visual - first themed as
“woman,” then LGBTQIA+, then people experiencing
incarceration, and so forth - The Roots of Violence teaching
module prompts participants to think of the branches as forms of
violence, the trunk as institutions, and the roots as oppressive
ideologies, brainstorming together each and in that order.
Participants are then encouraged to sit with the roots, thinking
critically about how multiple -isms and phobias (white
supremacy and racism, sexism and hegemonic masculinity,
classism, etc.) simultaneously inform the origins, development,
and sustainability of a particular institution (education, prisons,
government, religion, media, marriage, culture, etc.), which
perpetuates forms of violence, trauma, and power-based harm
(rape, harassment, police brutality, pay inequity, reinforcement
of stereotypes of women of color, disproportionate rates of white
violence against indigenous women, the school-to-prison
pipeline, etc.). 
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This exercise pushes back against anti-violence responses solely
focused on addressing and eliminating forms of violence (the
branches of the tree), because those branches will surely grow
back. It pushes back against sole focus on cutting the tree at the
trunk (the institutions), because the trunk and branches will
surely grow again. It suggests an urgent and ongoing need to
remain focused on the roots (the oppressive ideologies), to
initiate and ensure long-term change. Particularly for critical
cultural studies, humanities, and anti-violence educators and
students interested in dismantling rape culture, introducing this
teaching tool in the college classroom can encourage students to
think beneath the surface of power-based harm, and it can help
enrich trauma-informed approaches to pedagogy. An opportunity
for bringing together theory and praxis in the classroom, more
often than not, students who participate in this exercise come
away with a deeper and more intentional focus on the roots,
reflected in their subsequent papers, projects, and classroom
discussions. It opens the door for difficult conversations about
the levels of commitment and patience required to shift
perspectives and transform culture.

Amid yet another recent cycle of sexual violence at USC,
educators must share in a deep sense of responsibility for
critically engaging intersectionality, in ways that resist
exacerbating common misunderstandings of what an
intersectional approach to violence and oppression actually
entails. We can continue adapting this module for the college
classroom, embraced as an opportunity to bridge gaps between
the gatekept neoliberal structure of academia and community-
based organizations doing violence prevention work on the
ground, day in and day out. 

Works Cited
A Black Feminist Statement: The Combahee River Collective. 
     (1978). In Bell-Scott, P. & Smith, B. (1981), All the Women 
     Are White, All the Blacks Are Men, But Some of Us Are 
     Brave. New York, NY: Feminist Press.
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     Bisexual Men’s Descriptions and Experiences of 
     Intersectionality. Sex Roles, 68(11), 754-767.
Brown, a.m. (2020). We Will Not Cancel Us: And Other Dreams 
     of Transformative Justice. Chico, CA: AK Press.
Collins, P.H. (1990). Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, 
     Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment. Boston, 
     MA: Unwin Hyman.
Collins, P.H. (2019). Intersectionality as Critical Social Theory. 
     Durham, NC: Duke University Press.
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     Identity Politics, and Violence against Women of Color. 
     Stanford Law Review, 43, 1241-1299.
Hancock, A. M. (2016). Intersectionality: An Intellectual 
     History. Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press.

We can allow this exercise to call into question and push back
against carceral feminist logics popularized and exacerbated,
particularly in the (viral) #MeToo era. It can challenge students
to reconsider and evolve in their own relationship to survival
and healing. We can simultaneously direct students to sites and
sources like Mariame Kaba’s transformharm.org and adrienne
marie brown’s We Will Not Cancel Us (2020) in thinking
through urgent issues like sexual violence throughout college
campuses and well beyond them. By focusing steadfast on the
roots, including from within the oppressive institutions we seek
to dismantle and abolish, we can effectively address the
branches, long-term. By uprooting the harms of oppression and
accepting lasting change is slow, we can plant anew.



Classrooms often separate work from play and punish playful
activities that cannot be justified as productive or professional.
Students who play, especially if they are Black, queer, or
disabled, are often labeled as "too much", "too extra" for the
classroom space.
In this workshop we challenged this by playing a few games that
could be played in classrooms to welcome a wider range of
affects and imaginative learning. These games involve imagining
un-policed futures together, prototyping these futures by acting
them out in embodied ways. Augusto Boal called this process
rehearsing for revolution. 

Here are some activities from the workshop that you can try with
your friends:
 
1) Abolitionist Image Theater Games (Adapted from Boal’s
Theater of the Oppressed)
Choose a social category (like “classrooms” or “love”). Notice
how you feel when you think of the category. Then pose in a way
that expresses that feeling. Try not to overthink it, just go with
whatever you feel. Look around and see how everyone else is
posing. Then, imagine a liberated future without police and
prisons and imagine how that same category would feel in that
future. Pose again, creating an image expressing that. Notice
other people’s poses. 
Here are some questions you might want to discuss afterwards: 
-Capitalism can make it hard to imagine unpoliced futures. How
does it feel to practice doing that? 
-Think back to the images you composed. What worlds do you
imagine those images being a part of? Describe their broader
context. 

Practicing Abolition
Through Games
contributed by M. Coopilton

2) Abolitionist Worldbuilding with Kai UnEarthed 
This is Abolition Playfield, from the video game Kai Unearthed.
In an unpoliced future, people have abolished prisons and have
turned the ruins of a youth jail into this playground, where
young people play games and study to prepare for a coming of
age ritual (see www.kaiunearthed.com for details).

What games could people play in this space? See if you and your friends
can come up with ideas. Feel free to share them by emailing:

criticalgameliteracy@gmail.com
 

Image description: a turquoise, green, and black field with wheelchair
accessible tables surrounding a circular play area with turquoise pictograms

on it. Rubble from a former youth jail is buried in grassy soil, with signs
saying “Welcome to Abolition Playfield” and “Play for your Ancestors Who

Weren’t Allowed To” 

3) The Abolitionist Gaming Network 
This is a space to play and design games that help us abolish police
and prisons. By games we mean all games, including video games,
tabletop, role playing, theater, card games, etc. 
The network is open to people with all levels of gaming and game
design skills, from new to very experienced. We want to build a
learning environment free of shame. This is an unapologetically
pro-Black and pro-queer space, committed to challenging all forms
of oppression in gaming and the games industry
If you’re interested in connecting more, you can sign up for our
Discord server here: https://discord.gg/pzpqtFqn

\ lS 
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Learning from
Learning from   

contributed by Ana Iwataki

We The Unhoused
We The Unhoused Get Involved

Get Involved
Theo Henderson of We The Unhoused led a teach
~n designed ~o educate USC community members 
m best practices to intervene in and document 
increasingly hostile encounters between unhoused 
neighbors _and the De_partment of Public Safety 
(DPS). This began with a broader view of the state 
of the unhoused crisis across Los Angeles, 
exacerbated by diverse factors like the end of 
pan_demic eviction protections, punitive city 
ordinances, the effects of weather and climate 
change, and the mainstream media. These forces 
and many more work together to dehumanize the 
unhoused, making it easier for city officials 
developers, law enforcement, and other urb~n 
ad_m~nistrators to achieve the ultimate goal of 
dnvrng them out of sight. 

Many strategies to combat this were discussed 
most of which center on the importance of visi,ble 
d~mo?strations of _con:ipassion and allyship. 
Fightmg dehumamzat10n requires practices of care 
on all kinds of_ scales, !n _every context, by as many 
people as possible. This mcludes documentation of 
interactions between DPS and our unhoused 
neighbors (noting time and date of interaction 
officer in_fo~mation, location, and circumstanc~s.) 
Mutual aid 1s another essential strategy, from 
wee_kly events, to adopting habits such as regularly 
having cold water or blankets on hand. 

USC Aboliti<~>n ~nd '!'1.e The Unhoused plan to find 
ways of continuing JOmt efforts against the 
criminalization of the poor. 

Hosted by Theo Henderson, We the Unhoused is a 
podcast highlighting the voice and struggles of 
u~ho_use1 people i_n Los Angeles and beyond. Its 
miss10n 1s to provide accurate news coverage for 
the unhoused community about the unhoused 
community. In addition, it aims to educate the 
housed community on how to debunk the anti
Unhoused community sentiment that permeates the 
world. 

Follow him on Instagram or Twitter at 
@wetheunhoused or access the podcast from 
wetheunhoused.com. 



contributed by 
USC Abolition

cw: non-graphic mentions of suicide 

This workshop looked at how grading can reinforce carceral 
ideology and offered up ungrading as a possible alternative for 
formal education spaces. Grading and ranking systems are tied 
to an inherently white supremacist, ableist, and classist 
ideology of industrial rationality. It is easy to see the ways it 
enacts a deep psychological violence on students, tying their 
sense of worth to a numerical value and telling them that their 
value as a person is tied to a performance of intelligence. This 
way of thinking comes back to prisons and the structural anti- . 
Blackness of the carceral state, which have taught us that • 
people are not inherently worthy, that they can be disposed of. 
That doing or saying the wrong thing means someone is no 
longer deserving of social care or compassion. While this 
violence affects Black people (and Black students) in the U.S. 
at disproportionately high rates, we believe that most of us have 
internalized our understanding of human worth through this 
logic of anti-Black disposability. We can see this in the 
research on suicidal thoughts and grades (CDC) that shows 
many people view their lives as disposable when not achieving 
under normative standards of academic success. 

Challenging grading, or practicing ungrading, can thus offer a 
pedagogy of care that is rooted in recognizing each other's full 
humanity in the classroom. This pedagogy of care though is one 
rooted in a deep belief in the requirement of radical change and 
loss for many of us. 

A rebellious pedagogy of care calls for the creation of what la 
paperson describes in A Third University Is Possible as a "more 
radical elsewhere" (xviii). To truly care for people we must be 
working towards aboliti◊n of the university and the nati In-state. 
This wil requird militant steps toward t9e deconstruction of 
imperial univers\y stru tures via land rematriation, a setious 
reckoning with 't'here Wy acceptlfinancial resourices fronJi (and 
where we put them), and getting student decision making powe 
within tie university, in luding of unive1rsity finiances. It also 
requires our ability to imagine, dnact, and realize new worlds as 

we go. I I I 
We can !so look to hO\\-j grades function to coer 1 e stude ts into 
learning!: how does it change thefclassroom environment for 
students! to partake in ed\Jcation ooted ih a desi e to prove 
themselies as worthy via grades rather than frof11 a love of 
learning. In his book Beyond Education I Eli Me1Yerhoff writes 
that "prisons and universities co 1 plement each ~ther as two 
sides of the same coin. ]hey are instituqons for producing 
obedien , goverrlable subjects- shaped in a mode of accounting 
with incarcerati@n for "debts to ociety"I and ed cation for 
"credits'" (205)! Just aslgrades attempt to coerc students into I 
ob~dien . classropm behavior, u_nrvers~tids-and, as noted by 
Onsanm1 Burton, stude t debt in part1cu ar-co~rce students into 
obedien~ social I: ehavio under clapitalism. Expahding on Ruth 
Wilson Gilmore s analy is of prisons in Golden :Gulag (2007), 
Burton iews pr sons anr universities as function[ing] as sites of 
managing the exploitable worker: the prison as d site of 
collecting the s9rplus pdpulation produced by dpitalism, and the 
university through its prpduction of student deb~ as "a form of 
unfreedom that ~hannel its bearer, under the thneat of J I 
imprisonment, t@ward ttie pursuit of 'marketable' degrees that 
are more likely ~o yield financia/i returns, shackhng them to the 
wage economy for the f reseeablle future" (Burt@n 298). l 
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Why do you think we grade? 
What do you think grades should and shouldn’t
do?
How do grades differ from feedback?
What would happen if you didn’t grade/weren’t
graded? 
What would be the benefits?
What would be the issues?
How would assignments have to change?

Contract grading
Feedback log
Fewer gradations: e.g. turned in (one gradation),
pass/fail (two gradations,
strong/satisfactory/weak (three gradations). 
Grade-free zones: e.g. the first 1/3 of the term be
ungraded
Peer assessment
Portfolios/conferences/exhibits 
Process letters: students describe their learning
and how their work evolves over the term
Self-evaluations
Student-made rubrics

Alfie Kohn argues we need to eliminate “the control-
based function of grades, with all its attendant
harms,” and ungrading is a toolkit towards doing so
under systems that enforce grading.   “Ungrading is
the process of leaving out grades, but it is not a
method in which teachers stop evaluating students;
instead, they are constantly evaluating their students
progress by giving feedback or tips to help them
improve” (ungrading.net).

Ungrading requires a change in power dynamics in
the classroom, and asks the teacher to share power
with students. This generally means starting the
semester with a conversation of grading. Jesse
Stommel offers the following questions as a starting
point:

Forms of Ungrading include: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

Meyerhoff argues that "Abolitionists have organized against 
institutions associated with the "bad" side of the dichotomy of 
good/bad persons-including prisons, corporal punishment in 
schools, the school-to-prison pipeline, the death penalty, and the 
police-as well as against the "redemptive" intermediaries of the 
military and work. Yet abolitionists also need to engage in 
resistance in institutions, such as higher education, that are 
associated with the "good" side of the coin" (205). We believe 
ungrading can be a step towards organizing against these 
institutions from within. 

FURTHER RESOURCES: 
Grade-free universities: 

• Many UK universities operate on a pass/fail system in their 
first year. Many medical schools are pass/fail. 

• Alverno College 
• Deep Spring College 
• Evergreen State College 
• Fairhaven College of Interdisciplinary Studies at Western 

Washington University 
• Antioch University 
• Hampshire College 
• New College of Florida 
• Prescott College 

Ungrading Resources: 
• Ungrading Planning Doc 
• Ungrading Resources - Center for Teaching and Learning 
• Ungrading: A Bibliogra12hY.. 
• Ungrading - Teach Anywhere 
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CollectiveCollectiveCollective
Visioning in VRVisioning in VRVisioning in VR

a response to Madu
Udeh's workshop

A collaborative exercise:
-Close our eyes and absorb the surroundings
-Tell stories of home; what makes a home a home?
-Draw a representation of what it means to connect to a
home
-Practice presence; draw while a companion is
speaking
-Think about something we would most like to change
in our homes; think about something we’d like to keep
-Discuss: how can we find the comforts of home
throughout the day, now and tomorrow?
-Talk about early encounters with class difference and
how our behaviors were modeled for us as children
-Access veins of thought that haven’t been explored
recently, share without expectation or judgment
-When moved to do so, announce what we notice
-Provide the necessary care to create a space of
vulnerability and connection
-Sit outside and take deep breaths; be where we are and
where our sharing transports us
-If the virtual reality device isn’t serving the group, let
go of it and go on

South HillSouth HillSouth Hill
CommunityCommunityCommunity

FridgeFridgeFridge    
South Hill Community Fridge is the LA Community
Fridge located at South Hill & W 28th St. LA
Community Fridges is a network of decentralized,
independent refrigerators and pantries that provide
food and vital supplies to our communities through
mutual aid. 

Its mission is to strengthen communities and
redistribute existing resources by providing tools and
frameworks to ensure people-supported, ongoing,
equal access to healthy food.  

Follow South Hill Community Fridge on
Instagram at @southhillfridge for volunteer
informed 
Send an email to
lacommunityfoodshare@gmail.com  
Check in & bring donations in-person at at 2817
S. Hill St. 
If you’re a USC student with a refreshing meal
plan, dm @uscscale to coordinate donations
Send monetary donations to venmo:
@southhillfridge 



Settler Universities andSettler Universities and
Data Driven PolicingData Driven Policing

contributed by
Stop LAPD Spying

What do we mean by settler universities? 

Dr. Sandy Grande argues the academy is "an arm of the 
settler state- a site where the logics of elimination, 
capital accumulation, and dispossession are reconstituted" 
(47), one where universities historically and currently 
hoard, gatekeep, and construct the legitimacy of 
knowledge. All U.S. universities are sited on looted 
Indigenous land and many universities across the U.S. 
have built their wealth on the stolen land and resources of 
Indigenous communities, Lee & Ahtone deem these 
"Land-Grab Universities." While USC is not officially a 
Land-Grab university, it occupies stolen Tongva land and 
settler-colonial ideologies continue to be used to justify its 
history. For example, USC's "history" page on its website 
includes the logic of manifest destiny when it writes that 
"Los Angeles was a rough-and-tumble frontier town in the 
early 1870s, when a group of public-spirited citizens led 
by Judge Robert Maclay Widney first dreamed of 
establishing a university in the region." 

Policing has been a key tool of the colonial mentality that 
dictates USC's ever-expanding land-acquisition in the 
surrounding community, prioritizing the mostly white and 
wealthy student body over our mostly of color and 
working-class neighbors. This can be seen at the height of 
white flight where USC considered moving out of the 
neighborhood as more Black and brown neighbors moved 
in. Or in their 1966 partnership with Community 
Redevelopment to create the Hoover Redevelopment Plan 
(federal/state/local) to combat urban blight, the expansive 
gentrification of the neighborhood in the 1990s, and the 
development of USC's Village in the 2010s. 

Academia in general, and USC specifically, have been 
both actively and passively complicit in the expansion of 
a settler police state. This complicity exists on many 
levels, consisting of: research contributing to creating 
weapons, tools, and tactics for police and military; 
endowment investments in the military-industrial 
complex; direct collaboration with federal and local law 
enforcement; and reformist research and training for 
police that provides "shock absorption" for the system 
when it faces crises due to popular insurgencies or 
uprisings. For example, this reality should make us 
skeptical of the funding and academic attention centered 
on abolition in the wake of Summer 2020. The co-option 
of activist movements reflects a long history of academic 
investment in counter-insurgency, as can be seen in the 
continued presence of the Ford and Rockefeller 
Foundations in academia (Saunders 2013). By doing so, 
not only do universities help absorb the "shock" of 
liberation movements, but they co-opt them into a 
structure that adheres to settler-colonial violence. 

What is USC's role in furthering the settler police 
state? 

We must go beyond narratives of abolishing the police, to 
abolishing policing. This means studying the historical 
and current role of universities in the furthering of settler 
policing. Some examples of this include: the fact that 
predictive and data-driven policing is built on 
anthropological practices including practices of eugenics 
science (Levine); USC hosts CREATE "the nation's first 
homeland security center" which funds fellows, created 
the "DPS Deploy" tool which "predicts" crime 
on/surrounding USC despite evidence that data-driven 
policing perpetuates white supremacist policing 
(Ferguson); Dr. Prasanna in the Engineering department 
has been funded by the state to work on the data-driven 
policing research project "EAGER: Safer Connected 
Communities Through Integrated Data-driven Modeling, 
Learning, and Optimization"; and the DPS patrol zone 
has been designated by the City Attorney's Office as a 
"Safe Zone," meaning the state can apply enhanced 
sentencing and penalties for those arrested and convicted 
of crimes committed within it. 

..,, 
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Get InvolvedGet Involved
What can we do to resist the settler police state? 

Stop LAPD Spying practices abolitionist pedagogies in 
our fight against the settler police state. This means we 
prioritize collective study, collaborative analysis, and 
community-based research. We bring the classroom into 
the community, hosting open workgroups and meetings. 
We use public hearings as sites of education and prioritize 
building a culture of resistance and community power 
over reformist "wins." We also frame surveillance and 
policing programs within the long histories of 
colonization and slavery, organizing against them not as 
violations of civil liberties but as part of the ongoing 
invasion and occupation of Tongva lands. 
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STOP LAPD Spying Coalition is a community 
organization founded in 2011 that works to build 
community power toward abolishing police surveillance . 
They believe that creating a world without police 
survei11ance requires uplifting the expertise and political 
power of the communities most harmed by policing. 
Co11ective study, community-based research, and direct 
action are crucial to their work to build a robust and 
respite culture or resistance to police. 

Follow them on Twitter on Instagram at 
@stoplapdspying 

Email them at stoplapdspying@gmail.com to attend 
a Tuesday evening meeting 

Get more info at stoplapdspying.org 
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Abolition as
Abolition as Re-Imagination:Re-Imagination:
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In this interactive workshop we explored the power of 
and need for imagination in achieving liberation. 

First, we considered the following: reflecting on mass 
incarceration and abolition, Angela Y. Davis advises 
that "dangerous limits have been placed on the very 
possibility of imagining alternatives. These ideological 
limits have to be contested. We have to begin to think in 
different ways. Our future is at stake." Davis reminds us 
that the carceral imagination limits not only our 
beings and bodies, but also the many fixes proposed. 

Anthropologist Arjun Appadurai further describes 
imagination: 
[Imagination is] no longer mere fantasy ( opium for the masses 
whose real work is elsewhere), no longer simple escape (from 
a world defined principally by more concrete purposes and 
structures), no longer elite pastime (thus not relevant to the 
lives of ordinary people), and no longer mere contemplation 
(irrelevant for new forms of desire and subjectivity), the 
imagination has become an organized field of social practices, 
a form of work (both in the sense of labor and culturally 
organized practice) and a form of negotiation .... The 
imagination is now central to all forms of agency, is itself a 
social fact, and is the key component of the new global order. 
(qtd. in Benjamin 12) 

In K-12 classrooms and in higher education, we see many examples 
of the limits carcerality imposes on imagination. With sensitivity 
workshop participants were invited to consider: Brown v. Board 
(1954) and the fact that schools are more segregated today than they 
were then; the resulting loss of community and lack of resources in 
majority minority schools; metal detectors and random search 
policies; cops on school campuses that have no mental health or arts 
professionals; school bells' relationship to prison bells; the ban on 
CRT, indigenous studies, and LGBTQ+ history and studies; racially 
disproportionate application of exclusionary discipline policies; and 
inability to fulfill basic human needs like using the bathroom 
without permission, and sometimes not at all. Our exploration also 
included a field trip across USC's campus, stopping at various 
carceral sights including a tree gifted to the university and its 1930 
Berlin Olympic athletes by the Hitler regime. 

Next, we thought about the fixes proposed and looked at an 
example of an individual using artistry to reimagine carceral 
settings. 

Deanna Van Buren is an architect who designs spaces for 
peacemaking. She designs restorative justice centers that, instead of 
taking the punitive approach, treat crime as a breach of relationships 
and justice as a process where a11 stakeholders come together to 
repair that breach. With help and ideas from incarcerated men and 
women, Van Buren is creating dynamic spaces that provide safe 
venues for dialogue and reconciliation, employment and job training, 
and social services to help keep people from entering the justice 
system in the first place. 

In her TED talk, Van Buren discusses designing and building 
"healing huts" as a child as a place to feel safe and empowered. In 
that spirit, we concluded the workshop with a freedom dreaming 
activity wherein participants had the opportunity to reimagine a 
space, design their dream space, or simply daydream and explore. 

as._. 



 Afterword: Toward Anti-CarceralPedagogies

contributed by: 
Logan Middleton, Defund UIPD,

and University of Toronto
 

My orientation to anti-carceral teaching is informed by
educational institutions’ reproduction of carceral logics: the
racism and ableism of standardized testing; whitewashed
curricula; the school-to-prison nexus; racist, classist
mechanisms of tenure, promotion, and publishing; campus
cops and security; university gentrification; the academic-
military-industrial complex; pervasive exclusion of sick and
disabled people; hypersurveillance of racialized, queer,
trans, disabled, and/or poor people; and the genocidal nature
of residential “schools.” These oppressions work in tandem
to exclude, harm, and kill. So too do they give rise to
relationships of hierarchy, standardization, and dominance.
Teaching for justice, then, has to take into consideration,
recognize, and push against these barriers.
 
Not only must we push back against carceral logics, but we
also have to create something new in their stead. Macarena
Gómez-Barris rightly notes that we can’t only “track the
purview of power’s destruction and death force”; we have to
“find forms of resisting and living alternatively” (3). To this
end, the orientations to anti-carceral teaching I’ll share here
are informed by frameworks that are life-affirming. Each
stance—linguistic justice, centering Indigenous ways of
knowing, and anti-ableist teaching—pushes back against
structural violence and contributes to the flourishing of
minoritized and historically excluded people. Taken
together, they provide means through which we can replace
systems of hierarchy and control and with relationships of
interdependence and collective care.

Much of what I’ve learned about linguistic justice comes
from the work of April Baker-Bell (2020). She writes:
“Linguistic Justice is about Black Language and Black
Liberation. It is an antiracist approach to language and
literacy education. It is about dismantling Anti-Black
Linguistic Racism and white linguistic hegemony and
supremacy in classrooms and in the world” (7). As with
abolition, linguistic justice aims to do away with harmful
ideologies and replace them with vibrant, community-
oriented traditions.
 
Further, I believe that honoring, recognizing, and working to
foreground Indigenous people and dispositions is imperative
—without exploitation or erasure. Michi Saagiig Nishnaabeg
scholar Leanne Betasamosake Simpson’s (2016) work has
been instrumental for my understanding of Indigenous ways
of knowing. In her work “Land as Pedagogy,” she speaks of
relationships between “landforms, elements, plants, animals,
spirits, sounds, thoughts, feelings, energies, and all of the
emergent systems, ecologies, and networks” (15). Her
approach, in accounting for how humans relate to non-
humans, is antithetical to the extractive capitalist logics that
shape our worlds.
 
Finally, I consider disability and anti-ableist teaching.
Colonial and carceral logics do tremendous violence toward
disabled people. Racism and colonization rely on the
disabling of Black and Indigenous people, as well as queer,
trans, poor, and/or other racialized people. Just as these
issues are inseparable in our structural analyses, so too are
they entwined in our teaching. There can be no justice
without disability justice (see Piepzna-Samarasinha, 2018 for
more).
 
As the work of abolition is to disrupt carceral logics, that
work must necessarily continue outside of the classroom and
take root in other terrains of struggle. Teaching is only one
piece of a larger ongoing process as we collectively move
toward more just futures.
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Feeling moved, angered, or inspired by the content of this
zine? Get involved with us! We are a group of abolitionists
who are also USC graduate and undergraduate students
committed to changing the university’s relationship with
policing and the local community. 

Our mission demands urgency, numbers and diverse
perspectives. We welcome members who believe in a better
future for USC — one that is shaped by and for all
community members. We look forward to connecting and
building solidarity with you here:
usc.abolition@protonmail.com 

Get InvolvedGet Involved

Twitter: @USCabolition
IG: @uscabolition
Web: uscabolition.wordpress.com

You can find a digital copy of all
of our zines at:

uscabolition.wordpress.com/zines/
r 




